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LEGENDARY GROUP
We are one of Canada’s most innovative
prefabricated custom home manufacturers.
Our system gives even the most inexperienced
of homeowners the tools they need to take on
their very own custom home build. The three
prefabricated components included in our packages
are: exterior wall panels, roof panels and structural
timbers. Wall panels come complete with factoryinstalled wood siding, windows and doors.
Roof panels are insulated and finished with pine
tongue-and-groove ceilings. Structural timbers are
handcrafted and can be pre-stained with a colour
of choice. All components are delivered to the build
site and installed with a crane in two days.

hard work
Bring your vision to these local professionals
to get the results you deserve.
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MADE EASY

BENEFITS
We efficiently manufacture each home’s
components in a protected and clean environment
at our facility in Collingwood, making it free from
weather delays and cost overages.

TURN-KEY
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In most of our service area we can offer complete building
packages by partnering with trusted project managers who
can oversee the building project from start to finish.

Continued on page 98
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FLOWERS & HOME DECOR

More than three decades ago, Natasha Smardenka’s
parents put down roots at a cottage in The Blue
Mountains. Summer escapes and ski weekends
slowed down as the kids got older, leaving the
cottage unused and in rough condition.
Continued on page 153

TOP LEFT: On delivery
day, the prefab
elements of the home
were lowered onto
the foundation with
a crane. FAR LEFT:
Natasha Smardenka,
husband Paul Murtagh
and their two-monthold son Teddy. LEFT:
Tile in the foyer, for
easy cleanups, shifts
to hardwood in the
rest of the main floor.
Walls are painted Behr
White Metal. Timber
frame details, trim
and custom stairs
were completed by
general contractor
Ralph Spadafora and
his team. OPPOSITE:
McMillian Millwork &
Joinery crafted the
kitchen cabinetry. The
bold tile backsplash
was sourced at The
Tile Store. GE Café
appliances coordinate
with the farmhouse
sink, range hood and
the upper cabinets.
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In 2019, when her father George was set on
selling, Natasha convinced him to knock it
down and re-build instead.
The original cottage was in the style of a
Spanish villa, with a red roof, white stucco
and arched doorways. Its new iteration
is a complete departure in style, better
described as a classic chalet.
Legendary Group was brought on to
build a new custom prefabricated timber
frame home, with Jesse Pagé as the
project lead. The Smardenkas discovered
Legendary Group at a home show.
Afterwards, “we toured a few projects and
decided to move forward,” says Natasha.
We felt they were the perfect fit.” They
chose the full prefabricated package,
which includes exterior walls with siding,
windows, doors, insulated roof panels and
a finished pine tongue-and-groove ceiling.
Legendary Group has been building
homes since 1993. Originally producing
handcrafted log homes, they began
combining timber frame and conventional
construction into prefabricated panels
in 2009. “This unique and innovative
system is a predictable way to build a new
home,” Jesse explains. Install takes only
two to three days. Continued on page 154

ABOVE: Black farmhouse chairs
surround the dining table made by
Natasha’s grandfather. Sliding doors
lead to the barbecue on the large deck.
LEFT: A light and refreshing lemon
meringue pie is ready for dessert
while spring snap peas are part of
the main course. OPPOSITE: Granite
Kings supplied the granite in the
kitchen. Plumbing for the project was
completed by Intown Plumbing and
Contracting.
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“OUR TIMBER POST-ANDBEAM WORK SHOWS
BEAUTIFULLY IN THEIR
MODEL, ACCENTING EVERY
ROOM PERFECTLY.” –Jesse Pagé
LEFT: Macramé wall art from a friend is a focal point in the loft overlooking
the living room. BOTTOM LEFT & RIGHT: The Mid-century sofa adds a pop of
colour in the loft. This cosy space is a gathering spot for game nights. Vintage
wooden crates are repurposed for books and storage. OPPOSITE, TOP
LEFT: Large windows fill the living room with light. Nottawasaga Mechanical
installed the home’s heating and cooling. TOP RIGHT: A painting of the
original cottage. Its replacement has a much more classic chalet appearance.
MIDDLE RIGHT: Natasha’s mother Jutta loved spending time with her family
here in Southern Georgian Bay and she would have loved the new home.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Custom cabinetry surrounds the Heat & Glo propane
fireplace, installed by Nottawasaga Mechanical. Interesting décor pieces fill
the open shelves, many found at The Thornbury Antique Market.

Jesse says the Smardenkas “chose one of our designs that is known for
its classic appeal and soaring cathedral ceilings – one of our favourites to
build. Our timber post-and-beam work shows beautifully in their model,
accenting every room perfectly.”
George says he has always liked the look of a classic log cabin. “It’s
very warm and brings to mind days spent on the ski slopes,” he says. “It
is also fitting for the location at the top of Blue Mountain.” The home has
four bedrooms and two more roughed in in the basement for the future.
Legendary provides the bones of the house. “We always enjoy
watching clients add their personal touches to our models, and the
Smardenkas created many beautiful living spaces,” says Jesse.
Continued on page 156
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“EVERY
ROOM IN
THEIR HOME
SHINES, BUT
WE LOVE
HOW THEY
ACCENTED
WITH TILE
IN A BOLD
FASHION.”
–Jesse Pagé

LEFT: Ralph Spadafora’s team installed the
vanity. Interior doors for the home were made
by Desboro Doors. BELOW: The hexagon tile in
the shower in the family bathroom complements
the floral encaustic tile on the floor. OPPOSITE:
A blush pink velvet stool and billowing curtains
cocoon the egg-shaped soaker tub tucked
into a dormer.

Natasha loves thrifting décor
pieces. The Thornbury Antique
Market is a particular favourite. “I
love modern, Mid-century so it has
a little bit of that, but a little bit of
rustic farmhouse, too,” says Natasha
of her style. She points to the gigantic
macramé piece that takes up an
entire wall that opens up to the loft
from the living room as one of her
favourite finds.
Some furniture came from the old
cottage as well. Natasha’s grandfather
made the dining table, though the
former benches were removed in favour

of black farmhouse chairs. The rocking
chair came with the cottage when the
Smardenkas bought it 30 years ago and
has found its new home in the loft.
The bathrooms are bright and
modern with pops of pink in the
upstairs bathroom, which has a soaker
tub nestled into the dormer. That
space competes with the kitchen for
Natasha’s favourite.
In the kitchen, bright white GE
Café appliances are paired with a
farmhouse sink. McMillan Millwork
& Joinery built the cabinetry and
counters are from Granite Kings.
Continued on page 158
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“The kitchen is huge for
us,” Natasha says. Her dad is
the chef but the whole family
loves to cook. “We wanted
to create an amazing kitchen
that we can all hang out in.”
She also loves the colours
in the kitchen, especially
the playful backsplash tiles.
Jesse echoes this sentiment.
“Every room in their home
shines, but we love how they
accented with tile in a bold
fashion,” he says.
Completing the project
in early 2020 meant ordering
everything online, from
vanities to hardware. It was
all purchased sight unseen.
“Luckily everything worked
out!” says Natasha.
“We’re all so glad we
decided to hang onto the
property and not sell it.” She
is adamant that the rebuild
was worth it and is amazed at
the ease of the process.
General contractor
Ralph Spadafora, who
often works on Legendary’s
projects, completed interior
finishes using local trades.
The roof was completed by
AM Roofing Solutions
Inc., with interior doors from
Desboro Doors. Ralph
and his team, including Dan
White, custom crafted the
built-ins, trim and moulding.
InTown Plumbing
and Contracting,
Clearlite Electrical and
Nottawasaga Mechanical
were also key trades
on the project. Continued on page 160

In one of the second-floor
bedrooms, one of two white
iron bedframes is dressed in a
blue floral duvet and matching
pillow. The pink stag’s head is a
whimsical addition.
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Georgian Bay
Dental Hygiene
Cheryl Hildebrandt
Registered Dental Hygienist

Call or text to book an appointment.

705.794.2678
georgianbaydentalhygiene@gmail.com
186 Hurontario St., Suite 203

georgianbaydentalhygiene.com

Red Apple
Electric
Heather McIlwee
Master Electrician
ECRA/ESA #7012230

Collingwood/Blue/Thornbury/Meaford
705.716.3738
redappleelectric@gmail.com
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Picture Yourself...

Designs by
Andrea
Interior Designer
& Home Stager
705-444-0839

www.designs-by-andrea.ca

“Living the Georgian Bay Life in Style”

LOCAL EXPERTS SINCE 1988

www.environmentalpestcontrol.ca • 1-800-263-5055

Spring Cleaning
Contact us today for a free in-home estimate:

George is now a proud grandfather to two grandchildren, including Natasha’s
two-month-old son. The family loves to spend their time in their chalet, venturing
out to visit local breweries, cideries and shops. The deck is a popular spot, where
the Smardenkas love to “chill out and make cocktails.” They come up during the
week when they can savour the quiet.
The new chalet is the perfect backdrop for this new chapter, setting the scene for
three generations of the Smardenka family to come together for decades more. OH

ABOVE & RIGHT: The vanity in the primary en suite has two sinks and handy storage. Black
hardware, faucets and mirror frames unite this vignette. The shower has the same tile detail on
the floor as the family bathroom and white subway tile was used on the walls. TOP & MIDDLE
RIGHT: The king-size bed in the primary bedroom on the main floor has an upholstered blue
headboard with polka dot bedding and a striped duvet. Another blue headboard anchors a bed
in one of the second-floor bedrooms.
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1.866.629.5396
julie-waltho@mollymaid.ca

